The primary purpose of this cross, Ridit X 14-85, was to combine the bunt resistance of Ridit with the higher yielding ability of the segregate from Federation X Sevier, known as 14-85. However, the contrasted characters other than smut afforded interesting genetic data which are here presented. Since a review of the literature pertaining to the characters studied in this cross has been made several times it is not included here.
DESCRIPTION OP PARENTS
Ridit.-Ridit has the winter habit of growth, is midtall, and has yellowish-white strong straw and white chaff. The spike is lax and fusiform with a few tip awns on the upper portion of the spike arbitrarily classed as awns 2 to make it parallel with previous classification at the Utah Station. 8 The grain is medium hard, midlong, and red in color. Ridit is highly resistant to the form or forms of bunt found in Utah, but it is not a satisfactory yielder.
14-85.-The segregate of Federation X Sevier, known by the number 14-85, has the spring habit, is somewhat shorter than Ridit, and has moderately strong straw. The chaff is dark bronze and the kernel is white and midlong. Its spike is compact or dense and fully awned. The segregate 14-85 is susceptible to bunt'and subject to Formerly Agronomist, Utah Agricultural Experiment Station; now Senior Forest Ecologist, U. S. Forest Service, Ogden, Utah. The author expresses his appreciation to R. W. Woodward for taking the data and for helping to prepare the manuscript for publication. Acknowledgment is also given to D. C. Tingey for assistance in growing the material.
